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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to model human activi-
ties based on relationship characteristics of body part motions and en-
vironment. Between human body motions properties and environment
in each human activities are several relations that were less explored in
the related works. To study human motion properties, Laban Movement
Analysis (LMA), a known human motion descriptor was used. This work
focused on Relationship component of the LMA to analyse human activ-
ities related to the environment. Bayesian network is a proper approach
for the mentioned goal, in order to be able to predict and also deal with
uncertainty. To present the idea, the model was performed to estimate
some human movements and activities related to an object like a robot.
The results present the capability of the model to analyse any human
activities related to environment using the LMA framework.

Keywords: Relationship characteristic, human activity understanding, human
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1 Introduction

This paper presents a new approach to analyse human activities based on the
existed relations between di�erent human body motions properties and environ-
ment parameters. Using some features of human body motions such as position,
velocity, acceleration, trajectory, etc. have been used for analysing human motion
and activities, but not only those features are important but also the relation
between the features also is a very important characteristic of analysing di�erent
human movements. These relations can be de�ned in three levels. In the �rst
level, the relations come from between di�erent motion parameters of inside a
body. Then the relation between one person and environment are important to
obtain human behaviour in a scene. Finally human-human interaction can be
analysed by de�ning the relationship of human motion characteristics of a cou-
ple of persons. For instance; in normal walking action, many features can be
obtained, but between legs and hands there is a harmony which is very impor-
tant to realize the action. In another example, clap ones hands together, the



hands touching together is the relation of this two body parts. It can be de�ned
also between a body and an external object such as reaching to or grasping a
glass, and also other body such as hand shaking, punching, etc. In this work the
two �rst levels were explored.

The idea comes from a known human motion analysis system, Laban Move-
ment Analysis (LMA), which was created for choreography and dance notation
purpose. The system has a framework that consists many types of features to
interpret human motions. One of those types of features are provided a way to
explain the relationship of a human body motion that can have with other ob-
jects (other body parts, environment, other body). Those types of relationship
are in�nite, and having a general structure that could be able to explain them
as much as possible, is a big challenge that we attempt to formalize it by LMA
framework.

Fig.1 presents a sequence of human movements, which can be analysed as a
sequence of human interactions with a robot. These information can be useful in
di�erent application such as smart-home, surveillance, human robot interaction,
etc.

Fig. 1. Presenting a scenario that a human skeleton, obtained from a person
using a suit motion tracker (MVN®), is doing some movements (rising, standing
and walking) and interacting with a robot (reaching and spreading).



In our previous works, several features based on the LMA concepts, were
de�ned to analyse human movements and activities. In [10] an approach was
presented to use frequency-based features to estimate human movements based
on some body parts acceleration signals. Then in [11], spatial-based feature also
was used to improve the previous estimation results. All those work was based
on 3D data were collected by a motion tracker suit. In this work, we attempt
to de�ne the relationship's parameters using the previous obtained features,
and also environmental features. To implement the idea, a Bayesian Network
(BN) which is a popular approach in this area, was used. The capability of
generalization of the system because of using LMA framework is the one of the
big advantageous of this approach.

1.1 Previous related works

Analysing human motion is a prerequisite for understanding any human activi-
ties, such as human behaviour, human-robot or human-human interaction, etc.
Analysis of human activities can be investigated in di�erent levels. Bobick in [5]
presented a survey about the di�erent levels of human motion de�nitions, such
as human movement, activity and action. In Bobick's terminology, the move-
ments are the lowest level of human motions which do not need any contextual
or previous knowledge to be identi�ed, but to understand human action or be-
haviour we need to have a sequence of human movements or states, related to
the environment or scenario.

There are many di�erent kinds of human movements that researchers try to
recognize. Each of them can be identi�ed with position variations of one or more
involved human body parts, without the need to know the underlying movement
concept. Thus, researchers whose research concerns to estimate human dynamic
characteristics, try to track body parts in a sequence of captured data such as
image sequences. An accurate human movement tracking is essential for a good
behaviour analysis. Legs, hands, head and face are the most important body
parts to track in di�erent related applications. Some examples can be given
such as in gait recognition, where the dynamics of leg motion is important; for
facial expression recognition the focus lies solely on the face while in motion
recognition, all parts of body can be involved, where hands and head stand out
as the most important ones.

There are many surveys about human motion analysis such as Aggarwal et
al. in [1] which covered various methods used in articulated and elastic non-rigid
motion. Cedars and Shah in [6] presented an overview of methods for motion
extraction, in which human motion analysis was illustrated as action recogni-
tion, recognition of body parts and body con�guration estimation. Gavrila in [8]
described a work in human motion analysis in terms of 2D and 3D approaches.
Pentland in [15] touched on several interesting topics in human motion anal-
ysis and its applications. Moeslund and Granum [13,12] presented a survey of
computer-vision-based human motion capture problems (initialization, tracking,
pose estimation and recognition). Wang et al. in [22] provided a comprehensive



survey of research on computer-vision-based human motion analysis (human de-
tection, tracking and activity understanding). Poppe in [16] described the char-
acteristics of human motion analysis, and the study divided the analysis into
modeling and estimation phases.

As Bobick [5] said to analyse human activities, we need to know the under-
lying movement concept. It means to reach to human activities, we need to �nd
the relation of between human movements and environment parameters. There
are in�nite relation that can be seen in human activities, Thus researchers al-
ways de�ne some speci�c relationship properties to present their methods. For
instance; Rao et al in [17] presents a computational representation of human ac-
tion to capture the changes using spatio-temporal curvature of 2-D trajectory of
hands. Then in the experiment part, some activities like pick up an object from
the �oor and put it down on the desk, were de�ned. Thus, It can be realized that
we need a general framework that to be able to analyse those kind of relation
parameters in mid-level.

LMA is a system that can be used to have the mid-level de�nition of human
motions. To have this mid-level, several works have been done for several type of
features based on the LMA systems [7,11,10,19,23], all of them were not explored
in relationship component parameters of LMA, but in E�ort, Shape and Space.

For implementing the idea, Bayesian Networks (BN) has been used. BN
presents many advantages on using prior knowledge and modeling the dynamic
dependencies between parameters of object states. In related �elds, this approach
is popular and researchers have been keen on applying it. One example is Rett
[18] who applied a general BN framework for analyzing human motions based on
LMA concept for a human machine interaction application, however in that work
the relationship parameters were not used. Ryoo and Aggarwal [20,21] presented
a framework for human action modeling by using a number of BNs to recognize
the poses of body parts. There are several reasons to use a Bayesian approach in
our application: Bayes theorem is valid in all common interpretations of proba-
bility, can represent and solve decision problems under uncertainty, is a common
approach to predict, an explicit approach to follow states, does not need large
amounts of data to be trained, and it is able to fuse di�erent types of data in
one model.

As it was mentioned, a BN can model the dynamic dependencies between
parameters. These dependencies between parameters somehow will play the re-
lationship roles, but it's very depend on the learning process. The point is, the
relations parameters in the model were not de�ned explicitly, and it is sensitive
to the learning process. By considering those relationships also as some param-
eters of our model, more reliable results will be achieved. Finally by connecting
human body motions to the scene, which is one of the Relationship purposes, a
probabilistic model for analysing human activities was performed.



2 Features Extraction

Several features from human motion can be extracted in di�erent domains. In
our previous works, frequency-based features [10] and spatial-based feature [11]
were extracted to analyse several general human movements. In this paper, we
intent to use those features which rely on relation between human motions and
environment. Based on the relationship de�nitions which will be presented in
next section, in�nite features can be de�ned. To perform an experiment and
depend on the activities, it is needed to collect the best features which can dis-
tinguish the activities perfectly. In this work, two types of features were extracted
as explained in next subsections.

2.1 Body motion based features:

In this step, we intend to estimate some general human activities, like Walking,
Running, siting, rising, falling down, standing, etc. without using environmental
parameters. Thus, we attempt to de�ne the relationship parameters between
body parts of one person.

In walking types activities, usually there is a harmonic motion in hands and
feet related to the body center. Thus we use acceleration signals of human body
parts related to the body center, and then Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and
Power Spectrum (PS) signals of the acceleration signals were extracted [10] (see
Fig.2). The peaks of PS signals (coe�cients) in four frequency domains (1-10 HZ,
11-20 HZ, 21-30 HZ, 31-40 HZ) are collected as the low level features (LLFs).

Fig. 2. PS results of some body parts acceleration signals for (left) walking and
(right) running movements

Another useful features to distinguish the activities are the relation of two
objects like head and feet in terms of the relation between those body parts
during di�erent movements. For instance; in sitting and falling down movements,
distance of those body parts reduce and in a rising movement there is a opposite



situation, and in standing or walking there is no considerable changing in that
aspect. Thus the di�erence of distance between head and feet during a movement
can be obtained:

∆D =
n∑

t=2

((
Xt

obj1 +Xt
obj2

)
−
(
Xt−1

obj1 +Xt−1
obj2

))
, (1)

where Xt
obj1 and Xt

obj2 denote position of the two objects obj1 and obj2 at
time t, respectively. n denotes the number of frames inside of the window signal,
and ∆D denotes the di�erence of the two objects distances between the �rst and
end of the window signal in the meter unit.

2.2 Environmental based features:

To implement this part, a scenario needed to be de�ned to present the idea
more visible. Thus a scenario which includes a static robot agent that people
can interact with that, was de�ned. Some relevant activities were performed
like, reaching, spreading, and passing. The input features in this level will be the
probability of human movements and the di�erence of distance during human
activities with an object like a robot using equation 1.

3 LMA Relationship De�nition

Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) is a well-known method for observing, de-
scribing, notating, and interpreting human movement [4,3]. The theory of LMA
consists of several major components, though the available literature is not in
unison about their total number. The works of Norman Badlers group [3,23]
mention �ve major components; Body, E�ort, Space, Shape and Relationship.

Each of those components describes human motion in di�erent aspects. Body
describes human body part position situation, Space interprets direction of hu-
man body parts motions, E�ort or dynamic explains how a body part motion
happening (for instance; if it is sudden or sustained), Shape has another view,
and explains human body shape (as a blob) deformation during a movement.
Several works were published around these components, but there is no any
attempt to analyse human activities in relationship's component aspect which
explain human body parts motion relations to other parts of the body, another
body or environment parameters [19].

In the Relationship component of LMA has several parameters that cate-
gorized di�erent types of possible relations. As Huchinson [9] mentioned those
parameters were listed and described as follows; Addressing, Nearness, Contact
or touch, Support or carry, Enclosing or surrounding, Toward and away and
Facing. Each of those parameters can be in three situations; Passing, Retention
and canceling of the relationship.

In this application to analyse a person movements and activities (interact
with a static object (see Fig.1), such as reaching, passing and spreading), some



of the parameters which are more representative were used to present the ap-
proach. The approach allows us to generalize the system. The used relationship
parameters are described as follows:

� Toward and away: A performer may gesture toward or away from a part of
his body, another person, an object, or a part of the place. For instance; Left
hand of a person moves toward other left shoulder, head moves to down in
sitting movement, and approach to or move away from your partner.

� Passing, transient relationship: Each of the relationships, addressing, near-
ness, touching, etc., may occur in passing, this is, the relationship may be es-
tablished, momentarily sustained, and then relinquished. For instance; right
hand passes near the left hand, one person passes near a robot.

� Retention of a relationship: when a relationship retain for more than the
moment usually depend on what comes next, and when no obvious cancel-
lation occurs, it is expected to remain. For instance; Keep the hands near
each other, the box is to be kept in the hands, keep the object near to the
person.

3.1 Relationship's component modelling

As can be realized from the parameters de�nitions, there are several properties
to analyse any human activities. To simplify the system, some of the properties
were modeled for the performed activities.

� passing and retention relationship:

These properties can be used between every two objects. In this model it was
applied between two body parts. During each human activities, there are di�erent
motion signals between body parts. For instance, in a walking type movement,
there is a same motion signal between opposite sides of hands and feet in the
same moment. To analyse those signals, characteristics of passing and retention
relationship were used between each body parts related to a reference like body
center ( if a body part is in passing or retention relationship with the body
center). If the frequency-based quantities were extracted for each body parts
movements is more than a threshold, it means that there is a passing motion
depend on the body center, and it states passing relationship, otherwise states
retention one. Based on the training dataset, the frequency-based quantities were
discretized by these thresholds:
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whereMax
{
f i

pb

}
denotes a frequency-based coe�cient in ith frequency sub-

domain for a pb body part. Thus for each body part, one variable with a double
state is de�ned:

Passpbε {passing, retention} (2)

� Toward and Away relationship:

They can be used in two di�erent spaces; between body parts and between a
person and another object. By having the Equation 1's output, between two
objects , Toward qualities can be estimated by discretizing of the ∆D :

Toward =

N ∆D > 0.3
S 0.3 > ∆D >= −0.3
T ∆D < −0.3

, (3)

where P, S and N denote positive, Still and Negative qualities of Toward
property, respectively. These property were used between head and feet as two
body parts of one person (∆Db), and a person and a robot as two objects in
a scene (∆De) (see Fig.3). Thus there are two Toward variables with the three
states.

Fig. 3. The di�erence of distance between a person and a robot, while the person
is walking and passing near of the robot. The red dashed line presents the de�ned
threshold.

By combining The Toward variable which de�ned between two body parts
and pass variable, the human movements were estimated.

Movementε {walking, running, sitting, rising, falling, standing} (4)

And Finally using The Toward variable between person and robot and the
Movement variable, human activities can be estimated. the activity states are:



Activityε {reaching, spreading, passing, other} (5)

Toward property between human and robot is the proper feature to analyse
reaching and spreading activities. And passing activity can happen when the
Toward variable states Still state while the person is walking. Thus there are
more possibilities to de�ne more activities by having those movement and the
environmental parameter states. And it was not supposed to implement a com-
plex model, but to present an approach which can be easily generalized the idea
based on that.

4 Bayesian Model

Bayesian approach is a popular method to classify human motions and activities
[21,19]. A Bayesian Network (BN) is a suitable method for dealing with variable
dependencies and uncertain data, learning with a small bunch of data, and fusing
di�erent types of features.

In the model (see Fig.4), as it was mentioned before, there are both frequency
and spatial based features in parallel for di�erent properties. Frequency-based
features for each body part (pb) were used for the Passing/retention relationship
of the same body part:

P

(
Passpb |

∏
i=1:4

Max
{
f i

pb

})
=
P (Passpb)

∏
i=1:4 P

(
Max

{
f i

pb

}
| Passpb

)
∏

i=1:4 P
(
Max

{
f i

pb

})
(6)

The probability of Toward/away relationship between body parts can be
obtained by:

P (Towardb | ∆Db) =
P (Towardb)P (∆Db | Towardb)

P (∆Db)
(7)

and the probability of similar property but between a person and an external
object can be achieved by:

P (Towarde | ∆De) =
P (Towarde)P (∆De | Towarde)

P (∆De)
(8)

There are two other levels, that one of them is movement's level which is
not related to the environment parameters. And the other level which is named
activity level, to connect human movement information to the scene in order to
reach human activities. Those two probabilities models are:

P

M | Towardb

∏
pb=1:n

Passpb

 =
P (M) P (Towardb|M)

∏
pb=1:n P (Passpb|M)

P (Towardb)
∏

pb=1:n P (Passpb)

(9)



P (Act | TowardeM) =
P (Act) P (Towarde|Act)P (M |Act)

P (Towarde)P (M)
(10)

whereM and Act denote movement and activity, respectively, and n denotes
the number of used body parts.

Figure 4 presents the dependencies of those all di�erent variables (LLFs,
Relationship's component, movement, activity) in two di�erent space (related or
not related to the environmental parameters) in one model.

Fig. 4. Global Bayesian model

5 Experiments

To obtain the input data (3D position and acceleration of body parts) a body
motion tracker (MVN®suit) [11] was used. The suit used a global reference in
the scene as a start point which is known. The distance between human body and
the robot during the activities can be calculated. Another approach to obtain
the data, is using a network camera framework using Aliakbarpour's method
[2], which gives the human body position in the scene. Several di�erent human
movements were performed. One second's window which shifts half second during
each record, was de�ned to process the all performed movements and activities.
Two series of data were achieved; human body parts positions related to the
body center, and the person position related to a global reference which the
person supposed to interact with, in the scene. A free Bayesian toolbox which
provided by Kervin Murphy and Berkeley [14] was used to implement the model.

The BN estimates the high probability of the person movement and activity
states in each second. Table.1 presents the classi�cation results in movement
level which are the input of activity level of model. Those data were obtained
from around 100 sequence of human movements with di�erent durations.



Walking Running Sitting Rising Falling Standing %

Walking 63 2 96.92
Running 1 72 2 96.00
Sitting 46 2 95.83
Rising 34 1 97.14
Falling 1 1 26 92.85
Standing 155 100

Table 1. Human movement classi�cation result

Fig.5 presents the results of the activity classi�er in top view, and Fig.6
presents probability histograms of the both classi�ers of movement and activity
in three middle steps. In these samples, in the left image, the person is walking
and passing near of the robot, and in the right image, however same activities
are performed but the person is in running movement state.

Fig. 5. Two samples of the activity classi�cation results (top view). The green,
red, blue and black lines present trajectory of a person with Reaching, Passing,
Spreading and Other states, respectively. The circle presents the position of the
robot in the scene ( left: walking movement and right: running movement).

Table.2 presents the result of the model for human activities level. The result
shows that our model for passing activity is not accurate as others. The reason is
that the related features is not su�cient enough for all types of passing activity,
such as running situations.

Reaching Spreading Passing Other %

Reaching 138 1 7 94.52
Spreading 149 1 5 96.13
Passing 9 2 45 3 76.17
Other 1 1 4 144 96.00
Table 2. Human activity classi�cation result



Fig. 6. A Triple step of changing the human activity states from two sequence
of human movements which were presented in Fig.5 in top view also, Left: the
person is walking. Right: the person is running.

By having the obtained information by the model, it is possible to analyse
more complex human activities, like rubbery (when the rubber performs �rst
reaching and then spreading activity in running movement state's), fast accident
(reaching in running or falling down movement's states), etc. It means, these
relationship's parameters can assist us to analyse even very complex human
activities in di�erent concepts and applications.

6 Conclusion and future works

This paper proposed a new approach which allows us to analyse any human
activities through the relationship concept. There are in�nite relations between
body part motions and environment in human activities. Using Relationship

component of LMA is the key of the system which allows us to analyse any human
activities specially to interact with environment. In this work, we attempted to
computerize the component for some performed activities. A Bayesian Network
is de�ned to develop a model which can fuse di�erent types of features, and
classify the movement and activities. In the future, we intend to investigate
Relationship component in interpersonal activities.
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